Application of physiologically based toxicokinetic modelling to study the impact of the exposure scenario on the toxicokinetics and the behavioural effects of toluene in rats.
The toxicity of inhalatory exposure to organic solvents may not only be related to the total external dose, but also to the pattern of exposure. In this study physiologically based toxicokinetic (PBTK) modelling has been used to study the impact of the exposure scenario on the toxicokinetics and the behavioural effects of the model solvent toluene in rats. After construction of the model with parameters from literature, toxicokinetic data were collected from rats exposed to either a constant concentration or fluctuating concentrations at total external dose levels of 20,000 and 10,000 ppm x h for model validation. At the same exposure conditions the effects on learned performance were evaluated in separate groups of rats using a visual discrimination task. In general, the PBTK model provided reliable predictions of the toxicokinetics of toluene at different exposure scenarios, but it also tended to underestimate the blood and brain concentrations in the descending parts of the tissue concentration-time curves. At these high dose levels the differences in toxicokinetics between the constant and the fluctuating exposure groups were relatively small. The visual discrimination experiments demonstrated a slowing of response speed and disinhibition of responding in all toluene-exposed groups. The results suggest that the brain concentration of toluene is one of the major determinants of its effect on disinhibition of responding.